
MGMT 350: Business, Leadership & Social Responsibility 

Spring 2019 

Meeting times: T/R 1:40-2:55pm 

ED CENTER 101 

 
 

Instructor: Elise Perrault, Ph.D. 

Office: B-328 

Email:  perraulte@cofc.edu 

Phone: 843-953-6662 

      

               

A. COURSE DESCRIPTION 

 

This course explores issues that rise in the context of doing business and leading organizations. 

Specifically, this course helps students see how leaders deal with the many dilemmas they face when 

making business and organizational decisions, given the organization’s internal, competitive, social and 

global environments. The course covers the leadership issues that arise out of dilemmas of corporate 

governance and social responsibility as well. 

 

In addition, attention is placed on the changing environment of business and the implications for 

organizational structure, effectiveness, and firm-stakeholder relations. In particular, the class will look at 

not just how the organization relies on its environment for resources – human, physical, technological, 

financial, legal, etc – but also how the organization impacts its environment socially, ethically, 

environmentally, as well as financially.  

 

B. OVERALL COURSE GOALS 

 

Students will develop an understanding of the changing environment of business and how it impacts 

organizations. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

 

 Develop an understanding of the importance of the macro-environment of business and of 

managing this interaction between business and society; 

 Gain an ethical perspective on organizational behavior and decision-making;  

 Understand the multi-faceted issues pertaining to corporate social responsibility and 

sustainability. 

 

 

Skills: 

 

 Compare and contrast  theories of organization and theories of the firm 

 Apply course concepts and strategies in presenting case studies of organizations 

 Design and produce an organizational analysis of a present day firm 

 Demonstrate critical thinking and writing skills 

 Transfer knowledge from self to others 

mailto:perraulte@cofc.edu
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In addition to the specific course goals developed above, the course will promote the general goals of the 

School of Business as per below: 

 

 Communication skills: Students will have to effectively discuss and present arguments related 

to business social responsibility and leadership, both at the group and the class level.  

 Quantitative fluency: Students will have to apply the course techniques and tools in each of the 

cases discussed, so as to display logical reasoning and data analysis skills. 

 Global and civic responsibility: Students will have to identify and define how to address social, 

ethical, environmental and economic challenges at local, national and international levels in the 

context of the cases discussed in class and more generally as it applies to the business 

environment.  

 Intellectual innovation and creativity: Students will have to demonstrate problem-solving 

abilities and creativity in analyzing the situations discussed in class. 

 Synthesis: Students will have to integrate concepts presented throughout the semester to inform 

a cogent argument in their analysis of cases and application of course concepts. 

 

C. COURSE FORMAT 

 

The class is designed as a mix of interactive lectures and class discussions, case analyses, decision 

making exercises, and individual reflection exercises. Your success in this class is directly dependent 

upon your level of engagement with the course materials and the discussions raised in the course.  

 

A Note on Teaching 

 

My goal in this course is to emphasize teaching you how to learn and think.  Therefore, my focus will be 

on asking you to analyze the material you’ve read for a particular module, through assignments and 

discussions. My lectures serve to guide you to the key points and to stimulate your reflection in certain 

directions. This approach will allow you to spend the majority of your time on learning and thinking 

critically about business, leadership and society.   

 

 

D. COURSE MATERIALS 

 

TEXTBOOK: Perrault, Elise, Business, Leadership & Society, MGMT 350, ISBN 9781307051889, 

McGraw-Hill. 

 

E. COURSE REQUIREMENTS/ GRADING 

The following components comprise the overall grade that will be given in this course: 

Requirements and Evaluation: 

Participation in class        10% 

Presentation (1 + impact = 10% +5%)      15% 

Homework         15%  

Case analyses         30% 

Reflection papers         20% 

Impact project paper        10%   
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**PLEASE BE AWARE THAT EACH MODULE CONCLUDES WITH A GRADED 

EVALUATION ITEM THAT MUST BE COMPLETED WITHIN THE TIME FRAME OF THE 

MODULE (SEE CLASS SCHEDULE AT THE END OF SYLLABUS). ASSESSMENTS (SUCH 

AS DROPBOXES, QUIZZES, ETC.) BECOME UNAVAILABLE AFTER THEIR DUE DATE, 

WHICH CAN SUBSTANTIALLY AFFECT YOUR GRADE. PLEASE NOTE THAT I WILL 

NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT PARTICIPATION TO DISCUSSION BOARDS AFTER THEIR 

DUE DATE. THEREFORE, PLEASE ENSURE YOUR TIMELY PARTICIPATION IN THE 

COURSE AND THAT YOU FOLLOW THE SYLLABUS/CLASS SCHEDULE CAREFULLY. 

 

NNOOTTEE  OONN  CCLLAASSSS  PPAARRTTIICCIIPPAATTIIOONN  AANNDD  RREEFFLLEECCTTIIOONN  PPAAPPEERRSS: You are not graded on the 

quantity of your participation/writing but on the quality of your comments.   

 

The following are examples of quality contributions:  

• making or raising issues that are relevant to the current focus of the class  

• using data or examples to support conclusions  

• taking into consideration the ideas already offered by others  

• offering support for your arguments  

• helping others to feel comfortable about participating (disagree agreeably). 

 

GRADING SCALE 

Letter grades will be assigned according to the following scale, in conjunction with the new 

College of Charleston standard: 

Superior/Excellent range:  A (4.0) = 94-100%  A- (3.7) = 90-93% 

Very Good/Good range:  B+ (3.3) = 87-89%  B (3.0) = 84-86% 

B- (2.7) = 80-83% 

Average range:   C+ (2.3) = 77-79%  C (2.0) = 74-76% 

Below Average range:  C- (1.7) = 70-73% 

D+ (1.3) = 67-69%  D (1.0) = 64-66% 

D- (0.7) = 60-63% 

Failing range:   F (0.0) = <60%  

 

F.1 PRESENTATIONS 

 

Each student will be part of team of 3 and required to present during the semester. Each presentation 

should last approximately 20 minutes. Presentations’ content should focus on application examples of 

the course contents in the module during which the presentations are scheduled. Time yourself and 

be ready—focused, crisp, and organized.  Coordinate your presentation with your teammate and include 

time for questions. I may ask the questions or call on a student to ask a question – so please pay attention 

to each presentation.  

 

F.2 REFLECTION PAPERS 

 

Reflection papers are an essay where you reflect on the materials at hand and write a supported opinion. 

This means that there is no right/wrong answer, but a good paper is one that is well supported (e.g. 

with course content and relevant examples). In this class, a question guides your essay – as per the 
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syllabus – to lead you to reflect on a particular aspect of the content you just explored/read/viewed. It is 

important that your reflection papers stay focused on the question at hand. 

 

Format: 2-3 pages, 1.5 line space, ABSOLUTELY typed in Word, and submitted in the appropriate 

dropbox.  

 

 

G. ATTENDANCE AND HOMEWORK POLICY 

 

ATTENDANCE TO THIS CLASS IS MANDATORY. To be excused, the absence must be accompanied 

by a medical note or a letter specifying that the student missed class as an official representative of the 

College of Charleston (such as an athletic event). In any case, it is the responsibility of the student to 

communicate effectively with the Professor about absences and to provide, in a timely manner, make-up 

work. Make-up work that is over 1 week old will not be accepted. In addition, any student who 

totals unexcused absences to five (5) class sessions will be automatically withdrawn from the 

course.  

 

H. COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON HONOR CODE AND ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 

 

Lying, cheating, attempted cheating, and plagiarism are violations of our Honor Code that, when 

identified, are investigated.  Each incident will be examined to determine the degree of deception 

involved. 

 

Incidents where the instructor determines the student’s actions are related more to a misunderstanding 

will handled by the instructor.  A written intervention designed to help prevent the student from repeating 

the error will be given to the student.  The intervention, submitted by form and signed both by the 

instructor and the student, will be forwarded to the Dean of Students and placed in the student’s file.    

 

Cases of suspected academic dishonesty will be reported directly by the instructor and/or others having 

knowledge of the incident to the Dean of Students.  A student found responsible by the Honor Board for 

academic dishonesty will receive a XF in the course, indicating failure of the course due to academic 

dishonesty.  This grade will appear on the student’s transcript for two years after which the student may 

petition for the X to be expunged.  The student may also be placed on disciplinary probation, suspended 

(temporary removal) or expelled (permanent removal) from the College by the Honor Board.  

 

Students should be aware that unauthorized collaboration--working together without permission-- is a 

form of cheating.  Unless the instructor specifies that students can work together on an assignment, quiz 

and/or test, no collaboration during the completion of the assignment is permitted.   Other forms of 

cheating include possessing or using an unauthorized study aid (which could include accessing 

information via a cell phone or computer), copying from others’ exams, fabricating data, and giving 

unauthorized assistance. 

 

Research conducted and/or papers written for other classes cannot be used in whole or in part for any 

assignment in this class without obtaining prior permission from the instructor.   

 

Students can find the complete Honor Code and all related processes in the Student Handbook at        

http://studentaffairs.cofc.edu/honor-system/studenthandbook/index.php 

 

I. TIMELINESS - MOBILE TELEPHONES - INTERNET 

http://studentaffairs.cofc.edu/honor-system/studenthandbook/index.php
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As a courtesy to me and to the others in the class, please arrive to class on time and turn off all mobile 

telephones for the duration of the class period. There is no need for a computer in the course, so all 

laptop computers should be closed for the duration of the class.   

 

J. ADA STATEMENT 

 

If there is a student in the class who has a documented disability and has been approved to receive 

accommodations through the Center for Disability Services / SNAP, please come and discuss this with 

me during my office hours. A request for accommodation must be made known to me as early as possible 

in the semester but no later than 48 hours prior to an examination.  

 

K. CENTER FOR STUDENT LEARNING 

 

I encourage you to utilize the Center for Student Learning’s (CSL) academic support services for 

assistance in study strategies and course content. They offer tutoring, Supplemental Instruction, study 

skills appointments, and workshops. Students of all abilities have become more successful using these 

programs throughout their academic career and the services are available to you at no additional cost. For 

more information regarding these services please visit the CSL website at http://csl.cofc.edu or call 

(843)953-5635. 

 

 

l. COURSE OUTLINE 

 
” TEXTBOOK” refers to the MGMT 350 textbook described in (“D”) above. 

All readings are required and should be completed before the class session for which they 
are assigned. 

Date PROGRAM AND ASSIGNMENTS 

T Jan 8 MODULE 1: INTRODUCTION 

Class Organization  

Homework: In OAKS, add a picture to your profile DUE SUN 01/13  

R Jan 10 MODULE 2: THE PURPOSE OF THE CORPORATION 

Preparation: Textbook reading p.1-10 and p.11-22 

T Jan 15 STAKEHOLDER AND STOCKHOLDER THEORIES 

Preparation: Textbook reading p.24-44 and 46-66 

 

R Jan 17 Continued…  

https://owa.cofc.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=ZkR4OyBEr0CVxYCdPkQ8-ZEIRZefZdAIE8Ynfi6VzlSRewaXk0H603Gss1WkQNA-wNt6048nYYA.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fcsl.cofc.edu
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T Jan 22 Online check-in! 

Watch: Freeman – A New Story for Business 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7yjQzRcf-U&t=475s 

 

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQ1x8jKLWDg  

R Jan 24 Stakeholder analysis  

 

T Jan 29 Presentations 1-2-3: Applying stakeholder analysis 

R Jan 31 Online check-in!  

MEET: Impact project, submit project proposal by SUN 02/03 @11:59pm in 

Dropbox 

T Feb 5 MODULE 3: CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) 
Preparation: Textbook reading p.67-89 and 90-101 

 

R Feb 7 Watch: CSR https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0NkGtNU_9w  
Come prepared to discuss examples of CSR  

T Feb 12 Online check-in!  

Case analysis 1: Perform a stakeholder analysis of the Dakota pipeline case, 

submit via Dropbox DUE AT 11:59pm 

 

R Feb 14 CSR v. Stakeholder management, 
Pros and cons of CSR 
 

T Feb 19 Presentations 4, 5, 6: Thinking critically about CSR in Reality 
 

R Feb 21 Online check-in!  

Reflection paper 1: in 2 pages, write a response to Milton Friedman (1970 article). 

In your response, make sure you integrate the ideas presented in the textbook 

readings. Submit via Dropbox 
 

T Feb 26 CREATING SHARED VALUE 
Preparation: Textbook reading p.102-103 and 105-122 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7yjQzRcf-U&t=475s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQ1x8jKLWDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0NkGtNU_9w
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R Feb 28 MODULE 4: MANAGING THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
Preparation: Textbook reading p.129-152 

T Mar 5 Online check-in!  

Case analysis 2: Explain how Tom’s shoes applies shared value through its 

business model, due at 11:59pm 

 

R Mar 7 In class discussion:  

Preparation: textbook reading p.153-160 and 161-171 

T Mar 12 Be ready to discuss case: Terracycle  

Preparation: Textbook reading p.196-202 and 203-215 

Application/ Impact: What can you do in your workplace/life to apply these 
concepts? 

R Mar 14 Online check-in!  

Watch: the business logic of sustainability 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iP9QF_lBOyA 
 
Reflection paper 2: Choose a firm and describe its relationship to the natural 

environment. Using the module’s readings and building on the ideas presented in 

the Terracycle case, explain what your chosen firm could do to better its 

environmental practices.  
DUE SUN 03/24 @ 11:59pm 

 

T Mar 26 MODULE 5: BUSINESS ETHICS 

Preparation: Textbook reading p.172-195 
In class analysis: The Cable Warhead Dilemma 

R Mar 28 Online check-in!  

Case 3: What is the ethical problem at the Honest company (p.217)? Using course 

concepts, what do you recommend the managers do to resolve the problem? 

Due 03/28 @ 11:59pm 

MEET Impact projects STEP 2 report – stakeholder analysis 
DUE SUN 03/31 @ 11:59pm 

T Apr 2 MODULE 6: EMPLOYEES AND THE ORGANIZATION 

Preparation: Textbook reading p.229-244 and 245-260 

R Apr 4 Presentations 7, 8, 9 and discussion 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iP9QF_lBOyA
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Preparation: Textbook reading p.262-274 and 275-285 

1) Employee monitoring, 2) Minimum wage, 3) Robots and employment or 4) CEO 
compensation 

T Apr 9 Online check-in!  

Watch: Employees and the corporation – some key issues 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVKqAJ2_gT0 

R Apr 11 Impact project Presentations and Paper DUE FRI NOV. 30 @ 11:59pm 

T Apr 16 MODULE 7: TECHNOLOGY AND GLOBALIZATION 

Preparation: Textbook reading p.286-302 and 302-314 and 315-320 

R Apr 18 Online check-in!  

Watch: Nicholas Carr: Is Google making us stupid? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W86P_FX6PdI  

Course evaluation: please email me proof of your completed course evaluation 

Please Note: Changes to the syllabus may occur during the semester. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVKqAJ2_gT0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W86P_FX6PdI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W86P_FX6PdI

